Shaw, Hannah to Speak at Official Dedication of Mason Hall

Stephen T. Mason Hall, named in addition to a building, in honor of Professor T. M. Mason, for whom the dormitory was named, State college's dormitory system, was the last dormitory constructed by the public building. The dormitory is the fourth in the system, and the others were named after it. Mason Hall and the others were instrumental in the construction and opening of the dormitory. Professor T. M. Mason, who died in the summer of 1930, is the head of the dormitory. The dormitory, which is located north of the main hall, is the first dormitory constructed by the public building. The rooms in the dormitory will accommodate six students in each room. The students will be spread through the building, and the building will be named after Professor T. M. Mason, whose name will be perpetuated in the dormitory.
A New Saint on 'Boy Governor'

Dr. Roberta Applegate

The idea of having a new saint honored in a new way is not a new one. For example, St. Thomas Moore is celebrated in the Roman Catholic Church, and St. John Vianney is celebrated in the Eastern Church. But in Michigan, the idea of having a new saint honored in a new way has yet to be realized.

Smith-Hughes Men Learn To Teach Farming

Dr. Thomas Craven

The Smith-Hughes Men are learning to teach farming. These men, who are enrolled in the Smith-Hughes Institute, are receiving instruction in the art of teaching agriculture. They are being trained in the latest methods of teaching agriculture, and are learning how to effectively communicate their knowledge to students.

Americans Like Cabbage With Its Odor

The Michigan State News

It has been reported that Americans like cabbage with its odor. This is somewhat surprising, as cabbage is not typically considered to be a particularly pleasant-smelling vegetable. However, some Americans seem to appreciate the strong odor of cabbage.

Quotable Quotes

"If you want to make me angry, tell me I'm right." - Unknown

Edging Closer to the Final Path

The final path to graduation is quickly approaching. Students are busy studying and preparing for exams, and the atmosphere on campus is one of anticipation and excitement.

EAT HEARTILY, BOYS

Stevens T. Mason Hall

Stevens T. Mason Hall

Best of Foods

FROM

O. P. Dewitte and Sons

WHOLESALE GROCERS

"State Best Team We've Played To Date' -- Santa Clara Coach

Shaw Calls Spartans First Conservative Rival This Season

"Uncertain of Team's Mental Attitude While Watching Charges in Final Workout; Star Center to Play With Shoulder Injury"

BY GEORGE MASKE

BATTLE CREEK, Oct. 28 -- "It will be the best team we have faced this season." It was Lawrence T. Shaw speaking as he put his Santa Clara university football brain through a final workout in preparation for tomorrow's battle with Michigan State at East Lansing.

"I believe we have been meeting what might be called a genuine football team, the "Bronco" led by men.

He had referred to Texas A and M, Arkansas and Arizona all of whom play the rough and tumble type of football. To Shaw's mind there are no such teams in the Big Ten.

Lead Broncos on Grid

Off Above

"FLUTE WITTE"

"Mr. Witter's" Flute Tune Used in East Lansing This Friday Was "Santa Clara" for 8 Times a Day Now

Handicap Meet Set to Open

The Michigan State track club, carrying the name of "Mr. Witter's" Flute Tune, has decided to meet in East Lansing this Friday in their handicap meet.

Scoop Says:

"Setting is Perfect For State Win"

By George Martin

Spartan "H" Due To Continue Rise

"The question now is how high the rise continues."

"We have a team that can go higher than it has gone so far."

SEXY RULERS

SPECIAL

STATE MUMS

FOR THE GAME

Jewett's Flowers

EAST LANSING STATE BANK
Frosh Eleven Swamps Normal in Opener Of Season, 25-0
Score Four Times in Second Half After Checked For 30 Minutes by Harms; Drage and Kennedy Play Leading Parts in Decisive Triumph

In a game that was highly expected and long awaited, a powerful Michigan State junior varsity football team trounced a fraction of Michigan Normal college frosh eleven here today, 25-0.

After being held to a scoreless tie during the first 30 minutes of play, the Spartan varsity attacked back to score 12 points in the third quarter and add 13 more in the last stanza for good measure.

Taking the ball on its own 25yard line at the start of the third period the State eleven marched 69 yards on eight plays to mark up the first score. Tied by Bill Kennedy, half back, Hulback, and E. Drage, negative running made it a 6yard touchdown. The extra point attempt failed.

Nigh at the end of the third period, a long Wilding run down the left sideline was marked up and the extra point attempt was successful.

Another long Wilding run down the right sideline was blocked and the State eleven went in for their third score of the afternoon. Being down 12-0 at the beginning of the fourth period, the Normal eleven fought back to cut the lead to 15-0, and when the State eleven scored again with 12 minutes left in the game, the game was over. The final score was 25-0, and the normal eleven only once got near the Michigan State twenty yard line during the last period.

Michigan State's finest and most building. Equipped completely by FRIGIDAIRE

L. C. FEMBERTON
FRIGIDAIRE SALES WITH SERVICE
133 S. Washington. Phone 2960

CONGRATULATIONS TO
MASON HALL

We hope that our Furniture meets the approval of Michigan State College

May We Serve You In The Future . . .

Grand Rapids Bookcase and Chair Co.
East Lansing Sweeps Over Alma Panthers to Win 14-0

East Lansing Sweeps Over Alma Panthers to Win 14-0

**Locals Show Running, Air Attack to Take Lead Early in Game***

**Drilling Started On City Well***

**Library Gets Panel Discussion Topic Named***

**Political Party Withdraws***

**Forum Plans To Discuss Election***

**Election Ballots Are Here For State Voting***

**Debate to Be At Everett***

**You Can Buy Better Food**

---

*East Lansing's Trojans confining their scoring punch to early in the game, VIKFERTLAY swept through Alma's Panther defense early in the game. The Trojans waited no time in inkmar the lead. On the sir'€™s play of the game, MAYPHAR took an Alma punt on hi'€™s kick, before running 40 yards to the Panthers'€™ end line. As the father Then McCarthy took a hand off from center, People were soon watching McCarthy break through to make it 6-0. Again McCarthy carried a hand off into the Panthers'€™ end zone, giving the Trojans'€™ lead to 13-0, and the game was then over. East Lansing took the lead at the close of the first period, taking it away from the Panthers'€™ defense.